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1»      Introduction 

The production of case good furniture, a modern reflection of the 

image of the traditional cabinet maker is an attempt for industrialization 

what has always been considered as prerogative of a craftsman. 

(Fi£.l) covering the following three sections: 

a) sides, bottoms, tops, backs; 

b) doom, drawers; 

c) shelves or other special parts. 

The individual components have suitable finishes and technical 

characteristics for assembling to build up a finished product. 

Assembly is achieved with suitable types of hardware or simply 

with wooden   dowels and vinyl glue. 

In order to give as much realism as possible to descriptions 

of production processes and machinery, the three following quantitative 

production levels are taken as referencest 

- Level At    Small daily output;    craftsman production techniques; 

a few employees. 

- Level Bs Medium daily output{    a few dozen employees. 

- Level C: High output; industrialized production employee« can be more 

than hundred. 
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2.    Panel  Material 

The initial  processes  in thn promotion of case pood furniture 

are dually throe but may be reduced to two or even one depending on 

the type of board material used.    The components assembled to a 
product can be made of: 

a^    hollow core board j 

b) particle board; 

c) blockboard or lanan board? 

<•> nartiole board coated with melamine products; 

e) particle board for coating with paper or PVCj 
f) plywood} 

g) other bonded panels. 

Depending on the type of board applied the first three produoti 
oneration3 are: 

1) savin." panels  to size; 

2) preparation of hollow core board; 

3) preparation of vender 

on 

2.1. - Panel sizing    (  Pig.  2) 

An already mentioned,  the type of panel, purchased in various 

standard sizes,  can vary according to its  md use.    Whatever its successive 

operation is  it must be sawn  into pieces with oversized having its 

dimensions  (of a part making up thn product)  increased by up to 15 mm to 

allow a tolerance for squaring up operations.    Panels on the 

market can vary from 130 to 250 om wide and ?50 to 600 cm long. 

According to the daily capacity required a panel  sizing circular saw can 
handle the work for workshopa  of: 
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1. Level   A 

It  in  sufficient  to have a circular saw with a sizing carriage 

supportine the panelr v/hile 3awing.    Three operators will handle the 

product-ion  rate of 5-10 m3 of panels  in ei^ht hours.    A3  in nome 

cases tnis machine could also be useful  for further operations,  this 

machine should be equipped   '-nth a "coring sa",  to avoid  splintering. 

2. Level  B 

In this production level the machines uüed for sawing nane1;* 

are of the vortical runfle blade type. Thi:; involves a structure 

to nupport the pack of panelr*. (positioned ed revise) and a blade, 

guided by a suitable arm, for both longitudinal fund transverse savring» 

To pick uo the r-.ingle panels and position them on the machine, a 

vacuum grin should be used on in overhead hoist. The production 

of 8 to 15 m 3 in eight hourr can be handled by operators. 

3.    Level  C 

Sizing large quantities of panels very sophisticated are apdied 

with one or more blades, sawing panel packs positioned on a fixed or 

moving tablr» longitudinally and transversally.    Three systems are 

well known: 

a) machine equipped with multiple blades for simultaneous 

longitudinal sawing nane!  packs j    a top sawing unit  is arrnanged for 

transverse sawinr. 

b) machine with a single blade sawing unit swivelling by 90° 

longitudinally and transversally. 

c) sizing plant of two units first machine with one saw, and a 

bottom scoring blade,  to saw the pack of panels  longitudinally.    Transverse 

Bawing Ì3 then done on a second machine (Fig.3).    The entire pack or 
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the 3ingle 3trips are moved by a conveyor. 

On all plants at Level C both longitudinal and transverse 

sawing can be mechanically or programme controlled. Automatic loaders 

and unloaders can be used for the packs of panels. 

The number of operators can be from one to three while 

productive capacity which varies considerably according to 

differentiated or standard sizing operations, can vary from 20 to 100 m3 

in eight hours. 

2.2. - Preparation of hollow board (Pig.4) 

Hollow core boards are built up by a frame of low cost softwood 

which must be dried to avoid twisgint the rails and stiles. Wod or 

paper can be used as core material. 

The covering panels can be plywood, ohipboard or other wood 

based panels. 

The machining operations of rails and stiles for the frames arei 

1. boards are ripsawn, thickness of the board - width of rails and 

stiles. 

2. thicknes of the planed board after planing the thickness of rails 

and stiles, the width of this material is rip sawn. 

•B»e types of plant, varying considerably according to the quantity of 

panels to be produced: 

1. Level A 

Boards are purchased already dried.    Tlie first operation is sawing 

to the required length with a band saw. 

•Hie boards are rip sawn on a circular saw and planed on a thicknessing 

•achine. A stapler is used for joining rails and stile« to form the frame, 

the filling material (honeycomb) is then inserted and held with a few 
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staples and the frame is passed through the gluespreading machine for 

application of urea glue on both sides.    The covering panels are applied 

and curing follows in a two platen hot press. 

With    the temperature of the water circulating in the platens 

at 90°C, curing cycle, depends on the thickness of the covering panels 

and can vary between 5 to 7 minutes. 

Cooling and conditioning follows before the next machining operation 
starts. 

2.    Level B 

•Hie same operations as in Level A are used but with the following 
machines: 

- single blade cut off saw; 

- multi-blade circular 3awing machine for ripping; 

- thickness planing machine if necessary; 

- band saw for cutting the cross members and any dowels required for 
the inside of the frame; 

- bench with hand stapler for joining ram;    rails and stiles 

- double side flue spreading machine; 

- multi-platen hot press; 

- disc conveyor linking the glue spreader and the press. 

3.    Level C 

Large quantity production of panels is involved and therefore 

•uoh more complex and sophisticated machines and equipment are used. 

It will be necessary to begin with drying the raw material in 
suitable driers. 

Stock will be unstacked automatically and fed to the multi-blade 

cut off saw.    The boards whose rail and stile lengths represent the 

•embers of the frame, are conveyed to the multi-blade rip sawing machine. 

In this way stile and rail stock has the length required passing along 

a conveyor for checking and selection. 
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3*i ir and   roilrtocV are plaoH   in position of + he ansemblinp frame. 

Piarne, arrembi in;» can he dono on a cachine which carries out the entire 

rtanlin" operation automatically. 

.'iti los and railf  can be joined  (automatically)  either by stap1 es 

or -luein'-. 

Panol  to frame assembly follows  in multi-platen presses ar* 

dosnribed   in Level A or B. 

?«1«    -    Prenaration of veneer (Pi^.5) 

Preparation of veneer beirins  with the selection of the 

purchased  Dacks,  trinmin" the packn to  length and  jointing to the 

required   width and   then ;;plicin/». 

These onerations are closely tied to the ability of the operator. 

The "ualitative choice of material and the technirme used to 

splice the sheets are in fact  of major importance. 

After beinft spliced the sheets are inspected and numbered,    'nie 

machines used in  each level are as follows: 

1.    Level A 

-  Veneer pack trimmer and jointer; 

Paper tape splicing machine. 

?. Level B 

- Veneer pack trimmer; 

- Veneer pack .jointorj 

- Splicing machine; 

- Inspection table. 

3.    Level C 

According to the required oapacity a number of »achine« of 2. Level B 

has to be installed. 
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3.    Panel Coating 

As mentioned beforef oversize panels will be machined»    Assembled 

hollow core boards or chipboards will be processed as follows: 

a)    veneerin^; 

h)    application of finished materials  (papers or PVC); 

c)    application of filiere or prime coats. 

3.1.    Venering (Fig.6 

After flue spreading,  the veneer is normally applied to the 

panel, pressed and cured. 

Tfeohinœand  equipment  vary according to the production level. 

1. Level A 

After preparation, the glue in applied to the panel with a roller 

glue spreader and the sheets of veneer, prepared before, are positioned 

to both ruder; of the substrate which  is then placed in a double-platen 

hot orease (900C).    Pressing cycle varies considerably according to the 

type of veneer used,  its thickness and the type of glue hardener used. 

However,  experienced cycle times are ? to 3 minutes. 

Pressure in about  3.5 kg/cm?. 

2. Level B 

Ar; the pan el g have to undergo successive operations on precision 

sanding machines,   it  is necensiry,  before applying the veneer,  to 

calibrate the panels on a sanding machine ermipped with coars abrasives. 

The machine can operate only on one side of the panel.    For double 

side sanding the panel has to pass  the sander twice.    Glue spreading and 

pressing can be as for Level A, using single or multi-platen presses 

according to  the required production cap-city.    Furthermore,   it  is 

necessary to provide after the glue spreading operation, a panel  disc 

conveyor.    The lower part of the discs dips into a water basin. 

Ine panel  is supported from the time it leaves the glue spreading machine 

until  its assembly by the operator. 

Glue mixing equipment will facilitate the preparation of the 

urea glue mix. 
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3.    Level   G 

In this category an automatic nressing plant  is installed 

by linking different machines so that a panel  ir» processed  in one pass. 

Equipment  for automatic pressing: 

- automatic press loader (can be thrust  type); 

- linking element; 

- doiible side sanding machine; 

- double side glue spreading machine; 

- bench on which operators arrange the sheets of veneer on glue 

covered  panels; 

- automatic two-olaten press. 

The la+ter machine is linked to a loading conveyor on which the 

various panel:, are laid in front of the press which is a cycling single 

openinr prccr, with endless belt.    All  the pressed panels leave the nress 

while,  simultaneously,  those laid up at  the loading conveyor are fed  in. 

The conveyor on the outfeedend also acts as an automatic unloader. 

3.2«    Laminating of synthetic materials  (Pig. 7) 

DUG to   the high cost  of plant  involved,  this  type of coating is 

only of interest   in Levels B and C.    There are two main groups of 

synthetic laminating material : 

1. papers treated in various ways; 

2. thermoplastic foils. 

PVC Papers 

Papers can be used as substitutes for wood veneers and therefore 

must undergo a coating operation after application.    The paper can be 

impregnated and therefore used directly as the decorative finish of 

the panel,  as is also possible with thermoplastic foils made from poly- 

vinyl chloride. 

In the two latter cases the production cycle is substantially 

reduced because all the sanding and coating phases are avoided.    It 

can also be mentioned that by using sheets of PVC (polyvinyl chloride) 

it is possible to coat panels on both faces and edges with the same sheet. 
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It is also possible by using certain machines described later, to 

obtain the body of a furniture unit from a single PVC coated panel. 

Plant for applying PVC: 

2 - Level B 

Panel loading element: 

- top and bottom brushing machine; 

- top and bottom unreeling machine for rolls of PVC with roller 

pressing unit for stretching the foil on the panel and clipping; 

- conveyor belt and final roller press. 

Due to the application of vinyl glue the panels must carefully be 

stacked and conditioned. 

3-   Level C 

Plant  is the same as that for Level B with the additionl of automatic 

panel loading and unloading   equipment. 

Ine plant is  equipped with a hoist to bring PVC rolls from stores to 
the unreeling unit. 

3.3*        Application of fillers or prime coats ( Pig.8) 

This operation is also carried out on panels (hollow core board 

or chipboard)  to provide a base on which to apply the final decorative 
laminating or coating. 

The aim is to obtain the grain effect of a particular wood 

specie by printing during coating, or to obtain coloured finishes with 
pigmented varnishes. 

The filler used must be polyester based and is applied, according 

to the panel type which can vary from 200 to 500 g/m2. 

Achines required are: 

1.    Level A 

Por this category it  is advisable to purchase panels already treated 

by the supplier due to the very high coat of suitable equipment. 
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2.    Level B 

The following plant is reauired for aDplying fillers: 

- einriß type sanding machine; 

- filling mach ine; 

- ultra-violet drier 

Drying time for the coat  (30 to 10 s) varies according to typo of 

U.V. light used, as foreseen in the same level for veneered panels. 

3. Level C 

For higher production the plant described above (Level  B) must be 

compi on ent ed: 

- automatic loader; 

- linking element; 

- sanlin^ machino; 

- brushing machine for removing dust and wood part, ici ce before applying 

filler; 

- filling machine; 

- linkinr element; 

- drier; 

- automatic unload er. 

4. Sizing - Mge banding - Boring and various  operations on the panel  (Fig.9) 

According to the type of panel and coating material we have so far 

dealt with manufacturing processes and consequently machines and plant, 

differing from each other. 

This phase,  on the other hand,  is common to all  types of basic panels 

and will be trated without any particular sub-divisions except for 

quantitative levels and a special processing technique suitable and 

recommended only for PVC laminated panels. 

1.    Level A 

Por this category,  the sizing (both longitudinal  and transverse) panels 

is carried out with a simplified twin-blade panel sizing machine and,  if 

required, with automatic or even manual panel feed.    Sizing must be very 
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accuntp to obtain  Surfaces   suitable for  edge b»ndi>"g with veneer or 

thermor lis tier-  bm^n. 

T¡]riff> bandinr can  be done 01  1.  run ri e hor"'  mchine uning hot  melt 

give;     fhe odn-e;; ^einc of verehr o^ other fia+e^i-'l   in  r.tripn or on  reelf. 

()n thin  type of machine,  only one eri .ce can bo applied  to the nane]   at 

each  nar,", 

óizinr and   »-Ire hanriin"- is follower!  by the borine or^raMon. 

The panel.; m^st be bored  to take all  the harlwiro reruired and  for 

final   annembly of  the nnit. 

A .;in<*le nobile boring head rrachire can be nseri  +0 allow both 

horizontal and vertical   drilling. 

Por various  auxilliary onerationr:  it   is important  to h-ive othe^ 

indispensable machines-  available nuch is hii-h '-peed  routers. 

?.    Level  B 

To mechanise nnd auto-nate handling an-*  ^re-nly  red no»» floor to  floor 

times  three ban^c machines,   which can be 1 'ed   in   line are indispensable 

for thin category.     '¡Tie machine would, however,   have to be positioned  so j 

that  they could  te use-'   individually. 

The machiren are: 

- double end t enoner/panel  sizing mchine with machining units arranged 

both for sizing and moulding operations.    With this machine longitudinal sizing 

precedes transverse .,i;',inr. 

- double edge banding machine grouped with the Danel  rizing machine and 

linked by a driven conveyor which can be removed to une the two 

machinée independently.    Hie two headn of the edge banding irachine must 

be exactly the same and capable of being uned  with   edges in wood  or 

thermoplastic materials  in stripn or on reels.     In the case of wood   edges 

the plant must  incorporate automatic sanding unitr. 

- automatic multi-spindle boring machine for horizontal  and vertical   top 

and bottom boring.  The number of headn  will depend on the various 

possiblities  if the boring operations.    The machine will  alr-o be grouped 

with the pane, sizing and edge banding machine so that,  when transverse 

3izing and edge banding is carried out, all the boring operations  required 

can be done in one oass. 



For other ruceen ive oporationn on the panels,  the following auxiliary 

machinen are necer,sa-"y: 

- highspeed - roui er - edge banding machine for contoured edges - single-head 

boring machine - circular saw with scoring attachment. 

•}. Level  C 

Por large scale production,  sizing,  edge/banding and boring are done 

on p.  completely automated line consisting of: 

- double station loader; 

- panel  sizing machine; 

- edge banding machine; 

- board  turning unit ; 

- oar el sizing machine; 

- edge binding machine; 

- automatic boring machine; 

- dowel driving machine (when working on finished products 

melaminc and PVC) ; 

- bo-trd turning unit ; 

- double station unloader. 

Very careful   thought  should be given in choosing this niant by evaluating 

the quantity and type of production involved.    The following are some of the more 

important  considerations to be borne in mind: 

a)    the output of a complete sizing/edge banding line is closely tied  to the 

quantity of  i'antical parts fed into it.    In fact,  as  shown in the diagram 

(Fi:. 10) derived  from practical data (quantities of identical panels shown 

in abscisses ani production in units of time in ordinates), productivity 

beginn to be optimized fror only  1000 identical panels and  more. 

It is therefore obvious that,  if the quantity of panels to be 

produced is well below the figure given above, the complete production 

line is no longer efficient and becomes uneconomical  for very small 

quantities (100 to 200).     In this case it would be well to split the line 

into two single production lines with independent boring unita. 

There are two main advantages of the 3ingle line: 



1) by removing the boring machine from the linn,   tooling uP  time (most 

of which   is taken UP by the borer)   ic  reduced to an  extent  which gives 

productivity advantages of up to 50 per cent  (results obtained  ir practice)   . 

2) the down time of th* whole line whenever mechanical  or production 
troubles occur on one machine ic avoided. 

Whenever a line is  automated (with automatic loading ant? unloading 

and the sizing/edge banding operation is done on machines where dimension 

changes are programmed  electronically,  the final  result   will be a considerable 
increase in productivity. 

3) It iy interesting to follwo the line (Pig.11) indicating the effective 

production obtainable (linear metres per min.) as a function of the length 
of the worknieces. 

This curve demonstrates that productivity does not  vary greatly 

for workpieces over 150 cm long.    ,,elow this value productivity decreases 
sharply. 

Evidently this  consideration  is fundamental   because production 
capacity changes considerably as a fltnctiori of the type of furniture ^ 

produced.    Therefore the choice of machines and their charact erst ics must 

be evaluated very carefully in consideration of what has been explained above. 

As already mentioned,   the help of some machines outside the line for 

certain auxiliary processes carried out after the sizing/edge banding 

operations,  can be considered indispensable. 

In this quantitative production category,  some fundamental and 

diversified aspects of the technologies adopted can be analysed; in particular, 

a)    Separation of boring unit from the automatic sizing/edge banding line. 

It  is  interesting to  consider the separation of the boring machine 

from the automatic line although the line could,  with advantage, be equipped 

with an automatic boring machine only for horizontal boring operations. 

This allows for rapid tooling up and,  furthermore,  avoids  the condition 

where the line feeds up to the limit sopts of the borer.    All special 

boring operations that  identifies the part in the pre-assembly stage, can 

be done on a special machine being programmed for many dimension changes 

and arranged to   carry out many different boring operatiosn. 



t)    Processing of laminated panels  melamine and,  above all,  PVC sawn 

into fftl'Unr bo-iHn, 

oi^in- and   edge banding in done lengthwise only.    The 1 enrth of the 

boaH   Lo  +he :;ane an  the total  nericherai   development of the body of a 

furniture unit.     The board  in  passed  to an  integrated linear system for 

sinult.an"oi.i"ly horing :i»  well  nv the V rrooving for folding the board  to 

fori a carca.c (pi-,10;. 

S.    Lacquer Coatmf 

All naneln which have been veneered or treated with fillers  have 

to be naT'pd  on  face:; and edges  before lacquer coating. 

Ar; will  be described later,   lacquer coating panels before assembly 

can be avoided.     Por certain types  of finish it   is possible to sand 

the facon and   edres,  an semble the unit before staining and  lacquer coating. 

Por the three level:; no  far referred to,  systems and   plant  change 

considerably according to capaci tie:? required;     in particular    they vary 

accordine to +he tyne of coat-n^ material.    The problem will be dealt 

with here only as far as the three quantitative levels are concerned. 

The individual application systems,  will  be subiect of a special  renort. 

1.    Level A    (Fir. 13) 

Sanding of raw faces and   edges can be carried out with a manually 

operated belt  sanier:    the same machine being used for sanding the coated 

faces and od,"es. 

Staining and coating of facen and  ed^es with prime and finishing 

products i:- done in  a rpray booth  with a filter wall  nnd   exhaust  system to 

eliminate all  the air-borne residues ^ro^ the compressed  air snray nine. 

Tbo ^anels are then nlaced on suitable nuonorts and the spray left  to catalyze 

in free air. 

?.    Level fl    (Fig.13) 

Sanding of raw and  coated nanel  surfaces can be done with a separate 

automatic machine chosen according to type of veneer or coating material used. 

Sanding of rough edges,  mentioned previously (4.) will be done on the 

edge banding machine equipped with sanding units.    Curved  wood  edges on panels 

are sanded on a single-head  contour sanding machine, the number of passes 

being equal to the number of edges to be treated.    Coating of edges is 

done on stacked panels by spraying in the spray booth.    Drying    in open air. 
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Por surfnce treatment   a nomi-automatie plant can be used: 

- brushing/staining machine for applying one coat  of stain; 

- stain drier (infra-rea or hot air); 

- roller coating machine for application of prime coat; 

- lacouer drier (infra-red or hot air) according to type of coating 
material ; 

- lacquer sanding machine for denibbing rained grain; 

- curtain coating machine,  with one or two heads; 

- rack trolleys with chain feed.    After curtain coating the panels 

are laoded on rack trolleys which coupled  *o the chain conveyor, pans through 

a drying tunnel.    Heating systems and fans are arranged in two different zones: 

one at  low temperature for the flash period of the solvents and ono for 

drying +.ho coat at a higher temperature.    Finally the panels can be cooled 

in onon air or in a  forced    ventilation sore.    A single-head  edge sanding 

machine is used for smoothing the coated edges. 

The finish coat can be applied with the same plant described above 

or,  as  explained later, applied on the assembled unit. 

-**•   Levo1 c   (Fie»M) 

After edge coat in* of the stack in a sirry booth and subsequent drying, 

the pnnels enter an automatic surface lackering plant.    The prime co-ting 
plant can be as follov«: 

- double automatic loader for two lines of panels; 

- sanding machine,  with two or three cro.is belt sanding units for finishing 
veneered surfaces; 

- staining and prime coating with rollers, as  explained for Level  B above 

the only difference being that there can be more coating machines and 

driers the aim being to obtain a better finish with  less coating films. 

Furthermore the size and capacity of the driers is proportional to the 

feed rate of the line to allow completion of the quantity of panels 

planned for production; 

- automatic sanding machine for intermediate sanding of coat; 

- brushing/cleaning machine for making surfaces perfectly clean; 

- automatic lining-up unit preceding th* curtain coating machine; 

- curtain coating machine with special conveyors to allow coating to 

be    synchronized with a complete load for the drier* 

- if required,  automatic loader for the drier; 

- multi-deck drier with possibility of varying the temperature,  in the 



two riryirr- arri  flash off zones,  according to the type of coating material. 

The r'rier also includes a cooling zone and automatic unloading device. 

Ite panela then enter a plant for landing the coated surface. It can 

be a linked line for croîs sanding operations and double automatic sanders 

(in line)  for edge sanding. 

P-rnelr  enn be coated with a finishing material  on a separate 

line: 

- a vibrai o" unit to remove dust  and any sma* 1  beratenen on the coated 

3urf".ce; 

- a panel cleaning unit; 

- a single-head curtain coat er; 

- a drier 'jfrich (linear or rotary) 

Both for Levels B and C it  is possible to insert  in the coating 

line,  after  the staining phase, a printing machine which gives,  on the 

stain,  a goo^ reproduction of the grain of a veneer.    This process can be 

carried out on panels having polyester coated fillers or,   for a better effect, 

on panel:  veneered with second grade wood.    The great advantage of this 

system,  benies considerable cost  reduction,  is that of giving the panels 

a uniforn   :urface;    a feature much appreciated in large scale production 

of modular unit furniture. 

The application of the first prime coat on the printed surface 

is possible after a short flash off cycle and is a completely automatic 

operation. 

6.    Pre-Assembly - Assembly - Packing 

We have so far dealt with the processing of the panel to prepare it 

for final assembly into a finished furniture product. 

Independently of quantities,  the basic concept for programming the 

whole manufacturing process can be detailed as follows (Fig.15). 

a) work order with integral flow for the whole manufacturing process 

including assembly and control of finished product stores availability; 

b) work order with integral flow for thw whole manufacturing process 

including carcase assembly only while identification with the front is 
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carried out according to market demand.    Control of finished product 

stores availability; 

c) work order with integral flow up to pre-assembly. Assembly is according 

to delivery requests with cycle pro.Tramming and control of semi-finished 

product  stores availability; 

d) work order for components with control of semi-finished product  stores 

and assembly according to delivery "equests with cycle programming; 

e) work order for components with control of semi-finished product  stores 

and assembly according to delivery requests with cycle pro/ramming; 

e)    integral  work order including assembly according to delivery requests 

with cycle programming. 

It  is  evident  from the above that assembly systems and methods 

can be quite diversified as detailed  in  item 6.1. 

6.1. -    Assembly and packing of units  with finished panels 

This sector deals with assembly of panels having surfaces 

completely finished i.e., all panels laminated with PVC or coated 

with  lacquer finishing material. 

1. Level A 

All the hardware (frames, accessories, drawer guides) must be 

applied to the panels at the work bench with manual tools (screwdrivers, 

drills,  staplers). 

After the fitting of hardware and wooden dowels the panels can 

be handled in two different ways : 

- packed loose (with cardboard,  plyester and polystyrene protection) 

so that assembly may be done by the end user; 

- assembled, 

in which case the carcase will be assembled first using vinyl glue 

and a pneumatic clamp for squaring up the carcase. 

Doors anddrawers (previously assembled)  will then be fitted to the body 

on a work bench and the units packed in cartons with suitable protection. 

2. Levels B and C 

Special machines and equipment are required for medium and large 

scale production and for their choice certain rules must be observed: 
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- eliminate all unnecessary material handling; 

- store all  semi-finished parts close to the assembly line to fully 
utilize snare permitting eany pick up; 

- avoid conveying parto on the floor and pick up of semi-finished parts 

once thry have beon put on the assembly line; 

- carry out all pre-asnembiy,   assembly and  packing operations (manual 

an? mechanical) during the procreas of the unit alon,* the production 
lino; 

- during p-e-assembly,  carry out the borinir not previously effected, 

accord in- to the established assembly oro^anme. 

The assembly plant can include the following machines ani  equipment, 

- aut oraï i o d oi/el 1 in," mach in es ; 

- mochines for auxiliary boring and automata application of ,ome types 
of hardinre ay required ; 

- mai   type or slotted  conveyor belts,  operated  by variable speed motor 

drive reduction ^ears for nro-assenbly,  with  ntructures  for holding 

erinnert  and  overhead adjured pneumatic tools  and hardware containers 

no that the operator has,  within reaching distance, the right piece 

of hardvnre and the right  tool for the operation involved; 
- clanpsi for squarinr up the units; 

- automatic tippers; 

- slotted conveyors, variable in height  (even automatically), 

for applying doors, drawers or other oarts to the units as they 

advance at a pre-established rate. 

At the end  of the assembly line the units must be suitably protect* 

from damage (in stacking and transport to store*)  up to final delivery. 

In particular, veneered furniture must be protected to prevent alteration 
to the wood's shading by exposure to the light. 

IMs type of product is normally packed in cartons, comers are 

protected with polystyrene and delicate surfaces with tissue paper. 

The cartons can be closed at the end of the line with automatic 
•trapping or taping naohinss. 
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Por all   IhojH units  with uncoa+ed surfaces,  and particularly unassembled 

uni's,  packinr with shrinkage foil wrapping is of  intercut.    Tt   is applied 

with n machine consisting of an automatic unreel or of the ¡ihrintr  foil   roll::, 

i -:nlicer and an  electric oven which,   at a tempérât uro of nbout   ?00 C,   rhrinkr 

ihe foil   which wrap." perfectly around   ile ¡vrfacor-  +o he nro+octod. 

•j.?.     Xr :embly of unit."   with unfinished  panol"   ('^i."".17) 

Unfinished  nancla  can be divided,  into   two  c-tcrnrve:-. : 

a) veneered panels,   irith a nrime coat  af + er havinr beer soni ed   on 

face:;  and   edr-es,   are ? semble'   a;-  described   m 6.1.  •IT'   on   i^e sane 

ar.ncmbly line  the assembled  units  enter a n'-esroiri ?,ed  booth   '.hn-e ihe 

fin^shinr coa!,   ir   applied   with   a :--i^,ay  run.     'The uni+'  •• **o  4hen 

conveyed   (auJ orat ioa'lly)   in lo a drier.     Parkin"]" a ,   '^scribed   before. 

b) veneered  ani  .;r,n1er'   nanelr;,  which  have not  boon :;tained andprime coated 

are assemble--'   to  obtain raw uni'j.     Ml  the operations  for   -t pin in", 

various, prime coats,  nanlinr and   fini"hinr prime coats,  a^e  dor« on the 

•'nnmbo'  unit,  thereby obtaining» f-Teci''1   fini"h  shadinr    such   a- antique,   etc, 

For larfc scale production, rll   the above operations» take place  in  "accession 

ar, the unii   nove:-  forwa^'  on a conveyor be"i +  at  a  riven sneed and  nasses through 

the s.nray booth:-  end  drin^- ar- shown  on ^"-.17.     On leav^nr- the pla^t  the unit-; 

are nack^d   in ^he normal  manner 

7. Conclusion 

After assembly,   the furniture unit:; can be  stored   for delivery 

arainst ordern and dispatched to the cusiomer.    Al + ematively they leave the 

a3s,embly and nackinr lines ready to be oent  to the customer. 

We hnve attempted  to deal with  the various  cyclen and prooe<;neii  for 

the production of case rood furniture a-.; detailed   an possible.   Tn view 

of the extent of the problems involved,  the ¡subject should certainly be 

treated more thoroughly.    We do trust, however,  that these notes are 

sufficient to rive at  least a ruide to those interested    in the choice of 

machines and in the production processes for the particular type of furniture 

they intend to produce. 
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Fig, 1    -   Assembly of panel  furniture 

Fig»2   -   Layouts for panel  sawing 

Level À 

Level B 

Leve]   C 

1) circular saw \rith sliding table; 

2) vertical single blade panel saw; 

3) panels  to be loaded} 

4) automatic loader; 

5) longitudinal panel  sawing; 

6) transverse panel sawing 

Pig.3   -   Panel  3awinr flow diagram 

Fig.4   -   Layouts for preparation of hollow cor« bordi 

Level A 

Level B 

Level C 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

band saw 

circular saw 

thickness planer 

bench for frame assembly 

glueing fîpreadinfc aachin« 

disc conveyor 

hot platen press 

sut off 3aw 

conveyor belt 

multi-blade rip saw 

surface planer 

roll way for feeding board staoks 

'automatic stacker 

automatic board saw 

multi-blade saw roll way feeder 
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16) turning unit  (90°)    for feeding cut off saw 

17) roll way linked to unload er 

18) automatic unloader 

19) automatic cut off saw 

Fig» 5   -   Layouts for preparation of veneer« 

Level A 

Level B and C 

1) trimmer 

2) splice** 

"})    saw 

4)    inspection tablee 

Fi¿T»6   -   layout a for veneering 

Level A 

Level B 

Level C 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

glueing spreading machine 

preparation table 

hot prean 

sonder 

disc type conveyor 

automatic loader for pressing line 

herringbone element 

conveyor belt 

automatic press 

out feed conveyor belt 

Fig, 7   -   Layouts for application of synthetic materials 

Level B 

Level C 

1)    infeed unit 

brusher 

unreel or 

clipper 

oonveyor belt 

2) 

3) 
4) 
5) 
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6) roller rrenn 

7) outfeH  elnment 

8) lutomalic loider 

7) conveyor ruido 

Fir, fi    -    Layouts for application of filler 

Level B 

Level C 

1) 1 inking ©lonient 

?) filler machine 

3) ultrn-violet drier 

4) automat ic loader 

5) yonder 

6) brurjher 

7) aut omrt ic unloader 

Fir:» 9   -   Layouts for niaing - oigo banding - boring 

Level A 

Level B 

Level C 

1) plain panol nizinr? machine 

2) aingle-ond edge banding machine 

3) 3in^le-head borinr machine 

4 ) rout er 

*j) npindle moulder 

6) autonatic panel sizing machine 

7) linking element 

8) automatic edge banding machine 

9) automatic boring- machine 

10) contour edpe bandinp machine 

11) double station loader 

12) board turning unit 

13) dowel driving machine 

14) board turner 

15) double station unload er 

V*- 
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Pig. 10   -   Productivity diagram of a panel sizing line an a function 

of panel quantity (UCOI)  

Production - linear m/h 

Time in mina. 

Panel nuan+ity 

Fig. 11  -   Productivity diagram of a panel aising line an a Amotion 

 of pane]  length (UCOI) ^^ 

t.ime in ninn. 

Peed rate - linear m/min 

Pant length in cm 

Pip.  1? - 

Pig. 13 -   Layouts for laoouer ooatin|* 

Level A 

Level  B 

1 

2 

3 

A 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

manual belt aander 

rpray booth 

rotating table 

trolley 

automatic sander 

r¡ ingle-head edge nr.nder 

in feed unit 

brusher 

linking el ement 

hot  air drier 

coating machine 

ultra-violet drier 

nanding cleaning machine 

curtain coating machine 

curtain coater unloader 

rotary type drier 
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Fie» 14 -   Layout for lacquer coating - Level C 

Sip« coating 

Pace prime coating 

Rd£e and face sanding 

Fac* prime and finish coating 

1) apray booth 

2) rotatine table 

3 )    dri er 

4) double station loader 

5) infeed unit 

6) belt ¡¿ander 

7) linking element 

8) brushing/staining machine 

9) hot air drier 

10) herringbone element 

11) printing machine 

12) coating machine 

13) ultra-violet drier 

14) brushing cleaning maohine 

15) automatic sanding machine 

16) cleaning/brushing machine 

17) curtain coating machine 

18) multi deck drier 

19) inspection table 

20) unloader 

21) transverse sanding aaohine 

22) inclined roller linking element 

23) double edge sanding machine 

24) board turning unit 

25) longitudinal sanding aaohine 

26) vibrator unit 

27) cleaning «achine 

28) curved infeed roller way for drier 

29) chain fed rack trolley drier 

V*- 
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Pig.  15    -    fein flow diagrama 

Work order 

Phases 

Semi-finished parts store 

Assembly 

Finished product store 

Delivery 

Pig.  16    -    Layouts for assembly and packing (furniture units with 

finished panels 

L( ïvels  B and C 

1] auxiliary boring machine 

2] slotted conveyor for pre-as3embly 

3] infeed unit 

4] automatic clamp 

5] loading conveyor 

6] slotted assembly conveyor 

7; dead roller way 

8] |    packing tilt er 

9' i    conveyor belt 

10 i    reel er for shrinking coil wrapping 

11 i    electric crier 

12 i    treppel (?) 

13 I    unloading roller conveyor 

Pig.  17    -   Layouts for assembly of furniture units with unfinished panels 

A - Packing of furniture units 

B - Satin finishing on assembled units 

C - Staining and varnish prime coating and satin finishing on assembled units 

1) auxiliary boring machines 

2) slotted pre-assembly table 

3) automatic clamp 

4) slotted assembly table 

5) roller way 

6) packing tilter 

V*- 
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7) ball i ahi e 

P) cunbonrH. ap raying linn 

3) e?h;iur:1   ml. I 

10) ¡•praying line for small unita 

11) r¡nn*>y booth 

1P) raci' trolley 

13) riatto^  conveyor 

M) rtH r>r 
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